WAREHOUSE BRICK PAINTABLES by General Shale

CREATE YOUR STYLE MOMENT.

TEXTURE: STRAIGHT/SMOOTH

TEXTURE: DISTRESSED/DIVERSE

Warehouse Brick Paintables by General Shale – thin brick with varying textures designed to facilitate the creation of your style moment. Units are natural, fired clay thin brick and available in flats and corners. Choose from Bianco White, Nube Gray and Avorio White to complete your painted look.

ASK US ABOUT ROMABIO ITALIAN MINERAL PAINT.

ROMABIO Italian mineral paint can help you achieve your desired paint style and color while providing a long lasting finish. Desired painted finish may require more or less coats based on initial brick color.

WHY CHOOSE WAREHOUSE BRICK PAINTABLES?

- **TEXTURE**
  Straight/Smooth or Distressed Diverse

- **PREPACKAGED**
  For immediate Use

- **COVERAGE**
  Approx. 7 thin brick per sq ft flats.
  Approx. 5 thin brick per lin ft corners

- **WEIGHTS**
  Approx. 35lbs/box or 1,800lbs/pallet

- **BOXED**
  50 Flats or 25 corners

- **PALLET**
  50 boxes or 2,500 units

**NOTE:** The original clay thin brick colors will greatly vary. Product texture is designed with subtle variations. During installation it is recommended to blend several boxes together to ensure a consistent texture blend over the entirety of the project.